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1. Introduction. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior

rectifiable Jordan curves in the complex z-plane; denote the sum of their

closed interiors by C. Let u(z) be harmonic in the interior points of C and

continuous on C. The purpose of the present paper is to study the relation

between the modulus of continuity of u(z) on C and approximation to u(z)

on C by harmonic polynomials when degree of approximation is measured (i)

in the sense of Tchebycheff and (ii) in the sense of least pth powers. The cor-

responding problem for analytic functions is also treated. The special case

that u(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a, 0<a^l, has been ex-

tensively studied (for example [ll])(2).

Let w = <j>(z) map the exterior of Cconformally (not necessarily uniformly)

onto \w\ > 1 so that the points at infinity in the two planes correspond. De-

note by Cr the locus |<£(z)| =R, R>1, which lies in the exterior of C. Our

study of approximation to functions by sequences of polynomials is divided

into Problems a and ß. In Problem a we investigate the relation between

continuity properties on C of the function and degree of convergence on C

of approximating polynomials; in Problem ß we investigate the relation be-

tween continuity properties on Cr of the function and degree of convergence

on C of the approximating polynomials. For each of these problems, results

obtained are of two types: direct theorems and indirect theorems. In a direct

theorem given certain continuity properties of a function, we establish the

existence and degree of convergence of a sequence of approximating poly-

nomials; in an indirect theorem given a sequence of polynomials converging

to a function with a certain degree, we establish continuity properties of the

function.

We shall understand by a harmonic function or harmonic polynomial a real

harmonic function or polynomial. The letter s will denote arc-length measured

along the curve in question; dku(z)/dsk will indicate the Mh derivative of u(z)

with respect to arc-length 5. For any function F(z), F(0)(z)=F(z). The letter

k will be reserved for positive integers and zero. The letters L and M with or

without subscripts denote positive constants which may vary from one

theorem and its proof to another and may depend on the point sets involved,
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but which are independent of w, z, ô, m, and n.

We use throughout the Lebesgue integral. Measure on a rectifiable Jordan

curve is defined in terms of arc-length 5.

2. Properties of the modulus of continuity. We study in this section cer-

tain properties of the modulus of continuity which will be needed in the re-

mainder of the paper. Let £ be a closed bounded set in the z-plane which

consists of the mutually disjoint Jordan arcs, Jordan curves, and closed

Jordan regions E¡, j=l, • ■ • , ß. Let F(z) be a real or complex function

which is continuous on each Ej. The modulus of continuity «¿(Ô) of F{z) on

Ej shall be defined as the maximum of | F(zx) — F(z2) | for all Z\ and z2 in Er-

such that I 0i — Zi\ So. The modulus of continuity «(5) of F(z) on E shall be

defined as the maximum of wy(ô), 1 Sjuß- If F(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condi-

tion of order a on E, then clearly w(ô) i¿Lh". It follows from the definition of

w(ô) that co(ô) is a nondecreasing function of 5 and that lima^ow(ô) =0.

Moreover, if co(ôi) =0 for some hx^Q, then F{z) =L¡ for z in Ej, and hence

o)(ô) =0. For let Zo be any point of E¡; F{z) is constant on the set of points

f which belong to Ej and are such that |f — z0| á§i- By covering Ej with a

finite number of suitably chosen overlapping circles, we obtain that F(z) is

identically constant in Ej.

Theorem 2.1. If the E¡ are convex and X>0, then w(Xô) S (X+l)co(ô).

The method used by de la Vallée Poussin [4, p. 8] to prove the cor-

responding theorem for real functions of a real variable yields oijÇKb)

S(X+1H(S); hence wy(X8) ^ (X+l)co(5), and co(X5) S(X+1)ù>(5).

Theorem 2.2. Let the Ej consist of a finite number of mutually disjoint

rectifiable Jordan arcs and curves. If for every arc of each Ej, the ratio of the

length of that arc to the length of its corresponding chord is less than a constant A,

andif\>Q, then w(XS) S(^X+l)co(5).

Suppose F{z) = Fjf{s), z on E¡. Denote by w*(ô) the modulus of con-

tinuity of F*{s) on 0^s¿aj, <Tj the length of Ej. By the use of Theorem 2.1

we obtain

wy(XS) S u*(A\ô) S (A\ + l)w*(ô) S (A\ + l)co,(5) S (,4\ + l)io(a),

and the theorem follows.

Theorem 2.3. Let the sets Ej consist of the respective closed interiors of the

mutually exterior Jordan curves C¡; let z = %j(w) map \w <1 one-to-one and

conformally onto the interior of Cj. If for all Wx and w2 on   w\ =1 we have

(2.1) Zi | wx — w21 S | XjOi) - Xj(w2) I S Li | wx — w21,

j = L • • • » ß,

and if\>0, then w(X5) g(L2X/Z,i + l)w(8).
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Under the hypothesis on the C¡, it is known (see for example [7, Theorem

1.2.7]) that inequality (2.1) is valid for |wi| :S1, \w2\ ^1. A slight modifica-

tion of the method used to prove Theorem 2.2 then yields Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.4. If the sets E¡ satisfy the hypothesis of any of Theorems 2.1,

2.2, or 2.3, and if o)(ô)^0, then there exists a constant L depending only on E

such that

(2.2) ô ^ Zco(á), for 0 ^ ô g 1.

The hypothesis implies co(l)^0. If ô>0, it follows from the appro-

priate one of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 that w(l) g(L3/5 + l)«(5). Hence 5

^[(Z,3+l)/co(l)]w(5) forO^Sgl.

We shall in the remainder of this paper frequently use the notation <o(5)

for a majorizing function of the modulus of continuity rather than for the

actual modulus of continuity. When «(5) does denote the modulus of con-

tinuity, this fact will always be stated. IfWi(ô) denotes a majorizing function

of the modulus of continuity w(5), then Theorem 2.4 is clearly valid when

w(ô) is replaced by coi(5) in inequality (2.2).

By the use of simple algebraic inequalities the following result is easily

proved :

Theorem 2.5. Let F(z) and G(z) be two real or complex functions continuous

on E, where E is composed of a finite number of mutually exterior Jordan arcs,

Jordan curves, and closed Jordan regions. Suppose the respective moduli of con-

tinuity of F(z) and G(z) on E are not greater than «(5). Then (i) the modulus of

continuity of F{z)-G{z) on E is less than Miw(5) ; (ii) if \ F(z) \ is bounded from

zero on E, the modulus of continuity of \/F{z) on E is less than M^ih); (iii)

if F(z)^L>0 on E, the modulus of continuity of [F(z)]1!2 on E is less than

M3o)(t>).

We study next the effect of certain conformai mappings on the modulus of

continuity. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve in the z-plane; let z = x(w),

where w = reiB, map | w\ <1 one-to-one and conformally onto the interior of C.

Theorem 2.6. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve such that for every arc of C

the ratio of the length of that arc to the length of its corresponding chord is less

than a constant A ; suppose there exist constants Li and Li such that Li | 51

is |x(ei(9+5))— x(ei9)| ^L2\ ô\. Let F(z) be continuous on C, and suppose

dkF(z)/dsk is continuous on C with modulus of continuity w(ô). If ks^l, suppose

f(4)(0), 7i(k)(6) exist and are continuous on 0^d^2ir with moduli of continuity

not greater than L3co(5). Set F[x(eie)]=h(d). Then the modulus of continuity

of hM(d) on 0^0 ^2tt is less than Mo(5).

Except in the trivial case that F(z) is identically constant, we have co(S)
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féO. For k = 0, Theorem 2.6 is easily established by the method used to prove

Theorem 2.2.

For ¡¡¡ti, the hypothesis on C and Theorem 2.4 yield for |0i — 02| US:

d>F(zx)       d'F(z2)\        r*\ d'+Wz2) C *2

ds> ds> J„   I ds'+1
ds g Mil 0i - 02 | S M2w(8),

(2.3) Ogjgk-l;
d*F(Zl)      dkF(z2)\        fTA^%,   ,,,

where z„ = x(ei9")-

It is readily shown by applying Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 to dks(6)/ddk, when

the latter is expressed in terms of the derivatives of ¿"(0) and t\(0), that

dks/ddk has modulus of continuity on 0^0S27T less than ilíaco (5). This fact

together with Theorem 2.5 and inequalities (2.3) yields the desired result

when Ä(t)(0) is expressed in terms of d's/dd' and d'F/ds',j = \, ■ ■ ■ , k.

To relate the moduli of continuity of F(k)(z) and dkF/dsk we have

Theorem 2.7. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve such that for every arc

of C the ratio of the length of that arc to the length of its corresponding chord

is less than a constant A. Let z = t{s) be the equation of C; suppose ¿^'(s),

&=;1, is continuous with modulus of continuity not greater than w(5). Let F(z)

be defined on C. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that Fm(z) exist and

be continuous on C with modulus of continuity not greater than Lco(5) is that

dhF/dsk exist and be continuous on C with modulus of continuity not greater

than Liw(S).

Theorem 2.7 is readily established using methods employed above.

3. Problem a, direct. Tchebycheff approximation. By a harmonic poly-

nomial pn(z) of degree n we shall mean the real part of a polynomial in z of

degree n. The degree of a polynomial will always be indicated by its subscript.

None of the coefficients of pn(z) is assumed to be different from zero. When

polar coordinates (r, 0) are introduced in the z-plane, the problem of ap-

proximation on the unit circle by harmonic polynomials becomes a problem

in trigonometric approximation. A trigonometric sum of order n, Tn(d)

= 2Z"-o (at cos kQ+bk sin k9), may be regarded as the boundary values on

| z| = 1 of a harmonic polynomial pn(z) of degree n, and conversely.

Theorem 3.1. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior analytic

Jordan curves. Let u{z) be harmonic in the interior of C and continuous on C.

Suppose dku{z)/dsk exists and is continuous with modulus of continuity co(5) on

C, w(5)t^0. Then there exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) such that

i            oi(1/m) _
| u{z) — pn(z) I Ú M-) z on C.
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When we refer to a function of z which is harmonic or analytic in several

mutually exterior regions, we do not imply that there is any relationship be-

tween the values of the function for z in different regions. Here and through-

out we write "there exist polynomials" rather than "for each «,« = 1,2, • • • ,

there exists a polynomial of degree n."

The case that dku/dsk satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a on C is

treated in [ll]. The method used below to prove Theorem 3.1 is a modifica-

tion of one due to Curtiss [2]. Curtiss mentions without elaborating that his

method may be used for analytic functions in connection with the modulus of

continuity.

We now prove Theorem 3.1. Let C consist of the Jordan curves C",

v = \, • ■ • , X. Let z = xÁw)t w = reie, map the interior of \w\ = 1 one-to-one

and conformally onto the interior of C"; set u[xv(eiS)] = U,{9). It follows by

Theorem 2.6 that Uf\d) has modulus of continuity on 0^0:S 27r less than

Afiw(ô), v = l, • ■ -, X. It is known (see Achyèser's [l] formulation of certain

of Jackson's results) that there exist constants dmj which depend only onj, m,

and k such that

m

U,(0) — ^ dm,i(aj cos jd + bj sin jO)
i-o

where öj, b) are the Fourier coefficients of Uv(6). Define Pv,m(w), m = 1, 2, • ■ -,

as the harmonic polynomial of degree m which is identical on |w| =1 with

X^o dm,j(a,j cosß+bj sinjd). If P,im(w) = F,,m(z), we then have

• . w(l/m) _
(3.1) | «(«) - F,,m(z) | á Mi ~^-!—L, z on C.

mk

Let w=tt„(z) denote the inverse of z = xÁw)- Since the curves C" are analytic

and mutually exterior, there exists an i?>l such that the curves T". [ ß,(z) |

= R are analytic and mutually exterior and such that ñ,(z) is analytic and

schlicht in V', v = l, ■ ■ ■ , X.

Let Q,,m(w)=G,,m{z) denote the conjugate of P,,m(w) = Fr,m(z), Q,,m(0)

= 0. It follows from (3.1) that the |P,,,m(î£/)| are uniformly bounded on

\w\ =1; hence by a known result [ll, Theorem 9.6] we have

| F,..(«) + iG,,m{z) | g MzRm, z on V.

Define Hm{z) = F,,m(z) +iG,,m(z) for z in T', v = 1, ■ • • , X. By the method

used in [ll, Theorem 8.1] we obtain that there exist polynomials Tr*m(z) in z,

m = \, 2, • • ■ , such that

(3.2) | Hm(z) - T*m(z) I ^ M4r'», z in C,

where a is a fixed positive integer and r is a constant, 0<r<l. Set p*m(z)

= 9Î k*m(z) ]. (We denote by 3Î [/?(«) ] the real part of F(z) and by 3 [F(s) ] the

Lw(l/m)

m"
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imaginary part of F(z) divided by *".) Then inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) yield

, *        , «(1/w) «(1/ra) _
I M(z) - Ptm{z) I Ú M2-h Mtr'" <. M¡-;        z on C,

mk mk

since by virtue of Theorem 2.4, rm<Mt/mk+1<M7ù}(l/m)/mk.

Define the polynomials pn(z) in the statement of the theorem as pn(z) =0

for w = l, 2, • • • , q-i, and pqj+h{z)=p*j(z) for h = 0, 1, - • • , q — 1; j'=l,

2, • • • . There exists a constant M% independent of j such that

«(I//) «(1/(2; + *))
S  If 8

i* (qj+h)k

for using Theorem 2.3 we have

.«/,•>   (« + *)»    /  (rf±»+1y£+*\'<lfi(l,^+i)(^)
j*      «(1/(2/ + Ä))      V J / \    Í

Hence Theorem 3.1 is established.

Lemma 3.2. Let/(z) &e analytic in \z\ <1 awd continuous in \z\ SI. Sw/>-

pose fik)(z) exists and is continuous with modulus of continuity «(5) o« | s| =1,

«(ô) fz^O. TTie« ¿Aere exí'sí polynomials tt„(z) î'm z smcä ¿fea/

i i «(1/w) ,
| /(z)   ~  7Tn(z) |   <M-±Y-, I«     il-

M*

Here and in following similar situations it is sufficient to assume the

existence of f(k)(z) on the boundary merely in the one-dimensional sense.

Set f(z)=u(z)+iv(z). It follows by Theorem 2.7 that dku(ew)/dßk and

dkv(e'e)/ddk, z = reie, have moduli of continuity on OS0S27T less than Mxu(S).

If the Fourier coefficients of u(eis) are a¡, b¡, then those of v{eiB) are —b¡, a¡,

where we assume without loss of generality that z>(0)=Z>o = 0; hence in the

notation of Theorem 3.1 we have

i(eie) + iv{ea) - ¿ dnií(fl, - ibùeW
«(1/w)

< L

jWO

Lemma 3.2 follows if we define ir„(z) as yXn dn,j{aj — ibj)z'.

Lemma 3.2 and the method used to establish Theorem 3.1 yield

Theorem 3.3. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior analytic

Jordan curves. Let f(z) be analytic in the interior of C and continuous in C.

Suppose fw(z) exists and is continuous on C with modulus of continuity u(5),

ü)(8)fé0. Then there exist polynomials tt„(z) in z such that

. . «(1/»)
[ /(z) — x„(z) I S M-> z onC.
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4. Problem a, direct. Integral measures of approximation. Let C be a

rectifiable Jordan curve in the complex z-plane. Let w=Q(z), with inverse

z = x(w), map the interior of C one-to-one and conformally onto the interior

of the circle | w| =1, where w = reie; denote by Yr the locus | ß(z)| =r, rgl.

Let m(z) be harmonic inside C. Suppose p>\ and

f   \u{z)\Hs û M, 0 < r < 1,

where M is independent of r. Set w[x(w)] = U(w). If | Q'(z)| 3sZ for z inside

C, it follows that

I       | U(rea) \*dd = r-1 I    | u(z) \" \ 0'(z) | ds g LXM, 0 < r < 1.

By a well known result we thus have that for almost all 0, U(w) approaches

a limit U(e'e) as w approaches ei9 in angle from the interior of \w\ =1, and

U(ea)ÇzLp on 0^0^2x. Since at almost every point of \w\ =1 the trans-

formation z = x(w) is conformai [5, pp. 85-87], it follows that the limit u(Ç)

of m(z) as z approaches £" in angle from the interior of C exists for almost

every point f of C. Furthermore, | «(f) | p is summable Lebesgue on C.

We shall use frequently the following well known inequality:

(4.1) |r + i?|p s M(\t\p + \v\p), p>o,

where M depends only on p.

To aid in the establishment of further direct results for Problem a we

prove

Theorem 4.1. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve and let z0 be a point inside

C; let z = x{w) map \w\ <1 onto the interior of C so that z0 = x(0). Suppose that

for all Wi and w?. on \w\ =1 we have

(4.2) L\ | Wi — w21 ü | x(wi) — x(w2) | ^ Z-21 wi — w21.

Lei m(z) &e harmonic in the interior of Cand suppose fT \ u(z) \ pds ^M, 0 <r < 1,

where p>\. Iff(z)=u(z)-\-iv(z), whereviz) is conjugate tou{z), z>(z0)=0, then

(4.3) f \ f(z) \pds ̂ (Lt/LJM, f | »(z) |"¿5,

(4.4) fj | /(») | "dA f£ (LM *MP fj | «(*) | 'A4,

wAere Afp depends only on p.

In Theorem 4.1 and following similar situations we suppose/(z) to be de-

fined for z on C as the limit of/(f) as £" approaches z in angle from the interior
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of C. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 this limit exists and is independent

of the path of approach for almost all z on C, as will appear from the proof of

Theorem 4.1.

Inequality (4.3) has been established for the unit circle by M. Riesz [6, p.

225].
Under the hypothesis on C, it is known (see for example [7, Theorem 1.2.7])

that inequality (4.2) is valid for |wi| SI, \w2\ SI. Hence it follows that

LiS|x'(w)| SL2 for \w\ <l,and |fi'(z)| S l/Li for z inside C. Thus u [xie*)]

E.L" on OS0S27T; by Riesz's result [6, p. 225] and (4.1) we therefore have

that for almost all 0, /[x(w)] approaches a limit/[x(ei8)] as w approaches ea

in angle and

(4.5) f * \ flxie«)] \"d6^Mp f * | u[x(e»)] \»dd,
Jo J 0

where Mp depends only on p.

From the hypothesis on C it follows (see for example [ll, §9]) that al-

most everywhere on | w\ = 1, x'(w) exists and LxS | x'(.w) \ = L2. Suppose arc-

length s measured along Chas equation s = s(6). Then [ll, §9] almost every-

where on | w\ =1 we have s'(0) = |x'(w)| ; hence by virtue of (4.5) we have

[3, p. 467]

f |/(3) \>ds=   f ' |/[x(«»)] \*s'(6)de S L2 f ' |/[x(e*)] \"d6
J c Jo Jo

S L2MP f      | u[x(e»)] |'d» S (L2/Lx)MP f | «(a) \»ds.
Jo J c

Inequality (4.3) is established.

It follows by (4.3) that

ff_\f(z)\*dA SZ2 f   rdr f T \f[x(re«)]\'de

^L2MP\    rdr i       | u[X{reu)} \»d6
Jo Jo

wS {L2/LxYMp |       I «(a) \*dA.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete.

Theorem 4.2. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior analytic

Jordan curves. Let u(z) be harmonic in the interior of C and continuous on C;

set f(z)=u(z)-\-iv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u{z). Suppose dku(z)/dsk is

continuous with modulus of continuity w(ô) on C, «(ô)p^O. Then there exist
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polynomials ir„(z) in z such that

(4.6) J p(s) | /(*) - x„(z) |»<fe 5¡ M L~^-J  .

(4.7) //-"to I /to - Tn(z) | "¿4 á M0 \~^\P,

where p(s) is a bounded, measurable, non-negative function of s; pi(z) is bounded,

measurable, and non-negative for z on C; and p>0.

We establish in detail only (4.6) ; the same method of proof establishes

(4.7), provided we substitute in the proof use of (4.4) for use of (4.3).

By Theorem 3.1 there exist harmonic polynomials pm(z) such that

i i w(l/m) _
(4.8) , | «(z) - pm{z) | g L —-> z on C.

mk

Let C be composed of the mutually exterior curves C", v= 1, • • ■ , X. Let z„

be a point interior to C"; set Pm,,(z) = pm(z)+iqm,,,(z), where qm,*(z) is conju-

gate to pm(z), qm,,(z,) =v(zy). If p> 1, by Theorem 4.1 and (4.8) we have

(4.9)

f    | /(a) - Pm.,(«) I'di ^ Mi f    | «(a) - pm(z) \pds
Je" Je"

u(í/m) ~\p

If 0<pel, from Holder's inequality and inequality (4.9) we obtain

f    |/(z) - Pm,,(z) \pds á M*\ f v \f(z) - Pm,v{z) \2ds~Y

(4.10) C" r     C"
^ M4[o!(1/ot)/ot*]".

Choose i?>l such that the curves CH, v = \, • • • , X, are mutually ex-

terior. {CR denotes, in conformity with our usual notation, the locus |0,(z)|

= i?, where w = <f>,(z) maps the exterior of C" onto \w\ >1 so that the points

at infinity in the two planes correspond.) It follows from (4.8) that |^m(z)|

^Ms for zon C; hence by a known result [ll, Theorem 9.6] we have |Pm,„(z)

-v(z,)\ ^M6Rm and thus |Pm.,(z)| úM-,Rm for z on CB. Set Fm{z)=Pm,v{z),

z in CB, v = \, ■ • -, X. By the method used in [ll, Theorem 8.1] we obtain

that there exist polynomials ^(z) in z, m = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , such that

(4.11) | Fm(z) - C(z) I á Msr7, z in C,

where q is a fixed positive integer and ra is a constant, 0 <r0<l. Inequalities

(4.1) and (4.9)-(4.11) yield
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Xpm i /(z) - *v»o) i^ ^ -^91 \/t ' i + Mi0rrp

The conclusion of Theorem 4.2 now follows (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.1) if

we define the polynomials 7r„(z) in the statement of the theorem as 7r„(z) =0,

n = \, ■ ■ ■ , q-i andir3y+i(z)=7T*(z), h = 0, 1, • • • , q—l;j=l, 2, • • • .

5. Problem a, indirect. Tchebycheff theorems. In the preceding two

sections from given continuity properties of a harmonic or analytic function

we have derived results on degree of convergence to the function of a sequence

of approximating polynomials. In this section we study the converse ques-

tion for approximation in the sense of Tchebycheff. We establish our theorems

for a single closed Jordan region, but the same theorems clearly hold for a

finite number of such regions which are mutually exterior.

Definition 5.1. A curve C is said to be of Type D if (i) C is a rectifiable

Jordan curve such that for every arc of C the ratio of the length of that arc to the

length of its corresponding chord is less than a constant A ; and (ii) there exists a

number ôo>0 such that through any point P of C there is a circle of radius 5o

whose closed interior lies in C.

We shall need the following two theorems [ll, Theorems 7.2, 7.4], the

first of which is essentially due to Szegö:

Theorem 5.1. Let C be a curve of Type D; let ir„(z) be a polynomial in z

of degree n. If |9î[7rn(z)]| Sj£, z on C, then |7ri(z)| ^Kn/80, z in C, where 80

is the constant of Definition 5.1.

Theorem 5.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 we have

| 7r„(zi) — ir„(z2) | S AKn | zi — z21 /<50, zi, z2 on C,

where A and ôo are the constants of Definition 5.1.

We henceforth assume £2(x) to be a real, non-negative function which is non-

increasing for x sufficiently large and which is such that f°°[Çl(x)/x]dx exists.

The method to be used in proving the following theorem is a modification

of one employed by de la Vallée Poussin [4, chap. IV] to establish results on

trigonometric approximation.

Theorem 5.3. Let u(z) be defined in C, where C is a curve of Type D;

suppose harmonic polynomials pn(z) exist such that

(5.1) | «(z) - pn{z) | S ü{n)/nk, z inC.

Then u(z) is harmonic in the interior of C and continuous on C with modulus of

continuity «(5) which satisfies the condition

r   raß /*°°Œ(*)      1
(5.2) «(5) SX   5 Q(x)dx+  i     -^ dx \,        0 < ô S l/a,

L    Ja J X/S       X J
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where a>i is a constant independent of S. Set f(z) = u(z)-\-iv(z), where v(z) is

conjugate to u(z). If k^ 1, then f{k)(z) exists and is continuous on C with mod-

ulus of continuity which satisfies a condition of form (5.2).

The harmonicity interior to C and continuity on C of u(z) follow from

(5.1). Let a>l be an integer such that ß(x) is nonincreasing for x>a. By

use of the triangle inequality and (5.1) we obtain, for j=l, 2, • • • ,

(5.3) | />„>+• (z) - pai(z) | ^ 2Q(a>)/a'k, z in C.

We write

fl 00

U(z)   =   pai{z)   +  Yj   [/><¿+'(Z)   —   Pa'(z)]   +     X)    [Pa¡+'(z)   —  p¿(z)], Z in C,

where fi is a positive integer to be determined later.

Let f be a fixed point on Csuch that/(f) is defined; setir„(z) = pn(z)-\-iqn(z),

3n(f) =*'(£)• Since |£o«(z)| ^M for z in C, it follows from Theorems 5.1 and

5.2 that for v = 0, k,

(5.4) | ira2 (zi) — 7ra2 (z2) | ^ Mi | Zi — Z2 |, Zi and z2 on C.

By the use of inequality (5.3) and Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 we obtain for

Zi and z2 on C and v = 0, k:

(5.5) | [nv+ifzi) — wai (zi)] — [7rai+i(z2) — irai (zi)] | ^ M2ß(a )a | zt — z2|;

X) | [it„j+i(zi) — ir„)(zi)] — [to/+i(zî) — *V (z2)] |

(5.6) 3=2

^ M31 Zi - Z21 Z) ß(a')(aJ' - ö/_1) á M'a I zi - z21  I      Í2(*)áíc.
Î-2 •/ o

Inequality (5.3) yields for z in C:

^   , , 2«       "      ß(a>)
Z   I í^(«) - #«'(*) I ^ -:   £    -r- (ai - a*-1)

(5.7)

^ Ma        -^-dx.
Ja»       X

From (5.4), (5.6), and (5.7) we thus have, if w(5) denotes the modulus of

continuity of u(z) in C,

/i a» /» oo

Q(x)dx + 2M4 I    [fi(*)A]¿*.

Let ô be arbitrary, but fixed. Choose the integer ß such thata"_1^l/5<a";

this is possible for all ô, 0<5gl/a. It then follows that w(8) satisfies a rela-
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tion of form (5.2).

Now suppose k^l. Theorem 5.2 and inequality (5.3) yield for z in C:

| rM«) - *V(«) | S | 7V+>(f) - pAS) I + Mia(a>)a'+11 z - f j /a'k S M6fi(aO;

2 I 7Tai+i(z) — 7Tai(z) | S M7   I     [ü{x)/x]dx.
j-2 •/ a

Hence by virtue of (5.1) we have

00

/(z) = n-os(z) + 2^ [x0>+i(z) — Tai{z)}, z in C.

J=2

By the use of Theorem 5.1 and inequality (5.3) we likewise obtain for

v-l, • ■ ■ , k,

I 7t0í+i(z) — iTa'(z) I S MsSl(a )a /a    S M»ü{a ), z in C;

00 •• 00

(5.9) X)   \*a>+l(z) — ttj(z)\ S Mio I     [S2(*)/*]da;, z in C,

where ¡j. is any positive integer. Thus

X) [*v+i(z) — «v(z)], r — 1, • • • , A,
J-2

converges uniformly in C, and we have (cf. the treatment of a similar situa-

tion in [11, §8])

/      (z)   =   7Ta2   (z)  +   X   [«V+l(z)   —   Xa>   (z)] +     X)    [*V+'(z)   —   Xa)   (z)].
J-2 /-H-l

The continuity of/(A°(z) in C is now evident. Let «i(S) denote the modu-

lus of continuity of/<4)(z) on C; it follows from inequalities (5.4), (5.6), and

(5.9) that «i(5) satisfies a relation of form (5.8). We choose p as before and

the proof of Theorem 5.3 is complete.

Theorems 5.3 and 2.7 yield

Theorem 5.4. Let the equation of Cbez = t(s). In addition to the hypothesis of

Theorem 5.3 suppose that t(k)(s) exists and is continuous with modulus of con-

tinuity which satisfies a condition of form (5.2). Then dku(z)/dsk exists and is

continuous on C with modulus of continuity which satisfies a condition of the

same form.

To obtain Theorem 5.4 for k è 1 the stronger hypothesis on C is necessary,

for suppose C does not satisfy the additional hypothesis of Theorem 5.4. Then

either SRf/^s)] or ^[/^(s)] fails to be continuous with modulus of con-

tinuity which satisfies a condition of form (5.2). In the former case we take
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as a counterexample u(z)=pn(z)=x (where z = x-\-iy); in the latter case we

take u(z) =pn(z) =y.

Theorem 5.5. In addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 5.3 [Theorem 5.4]

suppose there exists an a<i such that xaÇl(x) is nondecreasing for x>a0,

where a and ao are constants. Then the conclusion of Theorem 5.3 [Theorem 5.4]

is valid when inequality (5.2) is replaced by the inequality

/' °° Q(x)-dx, 0 < 5 ^ 51(
I/o         *

where Si is a suitable constant.

De la Vallée Poussin [4, pp. 56-57] has established the corresponding

theorem for the trigonometric case by proving that the quotient

J'00 ü(x) / Ç-a"x
- dx /   I       Q(x)dx

x           X              I       <J ao

is bounded from zero as x becomes infinite. Hence his proof is a valid one for

Theorem 5.5. For certain theorems which follow we clearly have an exten-

sion of the nature of Theorem 5.5 ; the statement of such extensions will be left

to the reader. From the results of [ll, §2] and the theorems just proved,

one may easily establish continuity properties of the partial derivatives of

u(z) similar to those established in Theorem 5.3 for/a)(z).

Indirect theorems may also be proved for curves not necessarily of Type

D.
Definition 5.2. A rectifiable Jordan arc or curve C is said to be of Type t,

1 ís¿Ss2, if (i) for every arc of C the ratio of the length of that arc to the length

of its corresponding chord is less than a constant A ; and (ii) for R > 1 we have

min |z — z*\ ^K(C)(R — 1)', where zÇiC z*(ElCr, and K(C) is a positive

constant depending on C but independent of R.

The method used to establish Theorem 5.3 together with known results [7,

Theorem 2.1.4], [ll, Theorems 2.1, 2.2] yield

Theorem 5.6. Let f(z) be defined in C, where C is a rectifiable Jordan arc or

curve of Type t; suppose there exist polynomials 7r„(z) such that

i i       ß(»0
| /(z) — vn(z) | S -) z on C.

Then f(z) is analytic in the interior of C and continuous on C ; f(k) (z) exists and

is continuous on C with modulus of continuity which satisfies a condition of

form (5.2).

6. Problem a, indirect. Integral measures of approximation. In indirect

theorems for harmonic functions where degree of approximation is measured
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by a line integral, continuity properties of w(z) are concluded from the

existence of a sequence of harmonic polynomials pn(z) which satisfy a relation

of the form

I  p(s) | m(z) — pn{z) \Fds S el
J c

Since the Lebesgue integral is used, the value of u(z) on a point set on C of

measure zero has no effect on e„. Therefore unless w(z) is assumed to be con-

tinuous on C, our results must concern the behavior of w(z) almost everywhere

rather than everywhere on C. A corresponding remark applies to the ana-

lytic case. As in §5, it is sufficient to consider only a single curve.

The following theorem on polynomials will be useful:

Theorem 6.1. Let Cbea curve of Type D ; let pn(z) be a harmonic polynomial.

If p>0, then

| pn(z) | S In1'"     I   | pn{z) \"ds \     , zonC,

where L depends only on C.

Set ßn = [max | pn(z) \, z on C] ; let f be a point of C such that | pn{Ç) \ =ß%.

Then by Theorem 5.2 we have

| pn(z) - />»(?) | S Anßn I z - f I /<5o, z on C,

where A and So are the constants of Definition 5.1. Hence |£n(z)|

i±ßn(l—An\z — C\ /80), z on C. Let a denote the closed arc of C which con-

tains f and whose end points are the two first points of intersection of C and

the circle |z —f| =80/2nA as one proceeds along C from f in the positive

and in the negative direction. Such points of intersection clearly exist. We

then have that |^n(z)| ^ß„/2 for z on a. Hence

f   |  Pn(z) \'ds^    f   \ pn{z) \»ds  è   (ßn/2)»Oo/An.

Theorem 6.1 now follows.

Theorem 6.2. Let U{z) be defined on C, where C is a curve of Type D.

Suppose there exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) such that

c      i i N»)]p
(6.1) p(j) \U(z) - pn(z) 'dsS      ;       , p>0,

J c nkv+l

where p{s) is positive, integrable, and bounded from zero. Then lim»^» pn(z),

z on C, exists. If u(z) =lim„^0O p„(z), z on C, then U(z) =u(z) almost everywhere

on C; u(z) is harmonic in the interior of C and continuous on C with modulus
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of continuity u> (ô) which satisfies a condition of form (5.2). Setf(z) =u(z)-\-iv(z),

where v(z) is conjugate to u(z). If k^ 1, thenf{k)(z) exists and is continuous on C

with modulus of continuity which satisfies a condition of form (5.2).

Let a> 1 be an integer such that ß(x) is nonincreasing for x>a. Since p(s)

is bounded from zero, it follows from (4.1) and (6.1) that

/.
paiAz) - pai(z) \pds ^ M[ß(a')]p/«/(*p+1)

By Theorem 6.1 we thus have

| Paf-n(z) - pai(z) | ^ MiQ(a>)/a'k, z in C.

The method employed to prove Theorem 5.3 now yields the desired con-

tinuity properties of w(z) and /(z). That u(z) when defined as u — paï

+ Y?-2 (pai+i — pa>) is the same function as limn^M pn(z) follows from the

inequality

(6.2) |   U  —   pn I    á  I « —   Pa" |   +   |   Pa™   ~   Pn |   ̂    |   «   ~   />«»' |   +   Af2ß(«)/«*,

where »i is chosen so that am~l^n<am. Clearly the last member of (6.2) ap-

proaches zero as w becomes infinite.

By the use of (4.1) we obtain

(6.3)        |   | U - u \"ds g M3 f | U - pn \pds + Ms f | u - pn \pds.
J c J c J c

The right side of (6.3) can be made arbitrarily small by choosing « sufficiently

large, and the left side is a constant; therefore fc\ U—u\ pds = 0, and

U(z) =u(z) almost everywhere on C.

Theorems 2.7 and 6.2 yield

Theorem 6.3. Let the equation of C be z = t(s). In addition to the hypothesis

of Theorem 6.2 suppose that t(k)(s) exists and is continuous with modulus of

continuity which satisfies a condition of form (5.2). Then dku/dsk exists and is

continuous on C with modulus of continuity which satisfies a condition of the

same form.

The method used to establish Theorem 6.1 may be used to prove

Theorem 6.4. Let C be a curve of Type D ; let irn(z) be a polynomial in z.

Then

| t„(z) | ^ Mn1'"     f | tt„(z) \pds\    , zonC, p > 0.

Theorem 6.4 together with the method of proof of Theorem 6.2 yields a

result that treats the case k = 0 more fully than does Theorem 6.2:
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Theorem 6.5. Let C and p(s) satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 6.2. Let F(z)

be defined on C and suppose there exist polynomials x„(z) in z such that

|  p(s) | F(z) - xn(z) ¡Hs S [ü{n)]p/nkp+l, where p > 0.
Jc

Set f{z) =lim„^„o x„(z), z in C. Then f(z) = F(z) almost everywhere on C; f(z)

is analytic in the interior of C and continuous on C ; f-k) (z) exists and is continu-

ous in C with modulus of continuity «(5) which satisfies a condition of form (5.2).

The methods used in proving Theorem 5.7 and Theorem 6.2 together

with the analogue of Theorem 6.4 for curves of Type t [7, Theorem 2.2.1]

may be used to establish

Theorem 6.6. Let F(z) be defined on C, where C is a curve of Type t; if

polynomials x„(z) in z exist such that

[n(nl)]r

I p(s)\F(z) - Tn{z)\Hs S
,(fcp+l)í

where p(s) is positive, integrable, and bounded from zero and p>0, then the

conclusion of Theorem 6.5 is valid.

For surface integrals we prove

Theorem 6.7. Let Cbea curve of Type D. If pn{z) is a harmonic polynomial,

then

Pn(z) | S Ln*" [ ff | pn(z) \HA~^   ",
Up

z on C, p > 0.

The proof of Theorem 6.7 is similar to that of Theorem 6.1. If as in

Theorem 6.1 we set ßn = [max | pn(z) |, z on C] and let f be a point of C such

that | pn{Ç) | =jun, then

| pn{z) | ^ Mn(l - An | z - f | /ôo), z on C.

Under the hypothesis on C there is a circle V through f of radius ôo/AnA

whose closed interior lies in C. It follows that in T we have |/>„(z)| âi*n/2.

Hence

(6.4) ff | pn(z) | HA ̂  ff | Pn(z) | HA è (m»/2) **{h/4nA)\

Theorem 6.7 now follows.

To show that for p = 2 the exponent of n cannot be improved in Theorem

6.7 we take C as the unit circle and pn(z) = 2I"-o r' cosjd.

Theorem 6.7 together with the method used to prove Theorem 6.2 yields
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Theorem 6.8. Let C be a curve of Type D. Let U(z) be defined in C; suppose

there exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) such that

p(z) | U(z) - pn(z) | pdA g ^~r » P > 0,
//,

wAere p(z) is positive, integrable, and bounded from zero on C. Then lim„,M pn(z),

z on C, exists. If u(z) =limn.to pn(z), z on C, then U(z)—u(z) almost every-

where on C, and the conclusion of Theorem 6.2 is valid.

The analogue of Theorem 6.7 for a polynomial 7T„(z) in z can clearly be

proved by the method used to prove Theorem 6.7. We also have for surface

integrals theorems corresponding to Theorems 6.3 and 6.5. The statement

and proof of these theorems are left to the reader.

7. Problem ß, direct. Let C consist of a finite number of mutually exterior

Jordan curves. Let z=ip(w) map | w\ > 1 conformally onto the complement of

C so that the points at infinity in the two planes correspond to each other.

Walsh and Sewell [10] make the following definition:

Definition 7.1. The set C is called a contour if C consists of mutually ex-

terior Jordan curves G, C¡, ■ • ■ , C\ having the properties (i) each C¡ has a

tangent at every point ; (ii) the function

(7.1) log
\[/(w) — \(/(w')

w — w

for every possible definition of \p(w) and \p(w') is locally bounded in the two-

dimensional sense for \ w\ = 1 and \w'\ S; 1 in the neighborhood of each point of

continuity of \}/(w); (iii) the function (7.1) satisfies on each arc y¡ of \w\ =1

corresponding to a curve C¡ of C a Lipschitz condition of order unity in w, uni-

formly with respect to w' on any closed arc of \w'\ =1 interior to a 7&.

As a direct theorem for Problem ß we prove

Theorem 7.1. Let C and Cr, R> 1, be contours. Let u(z) be harmonic in the

interior of Cr and continuous on Cr; suppose dku(z)/dsk exists and is continuous

with modulus of continuity co(5) on Cr, co(5)^0. Set f(z) =u(z)+iv(z), where

v(z) is conjugate to u(z). Then there exist polynomials irn(z) in z such that

i i o)(l/n) _
f(z) — 7r„(z)    g M-1 z in C.

nkRn

By Theorem 4.2 there exist polynomials Pn(z) in z such that

(7.2) f    \ /(z) - Pn(z) \*ds g L[w(\/n)/nk]\

It is known [8, pp. 345-346] that Cauchy's integral formula is valid for/(z)

where the integral is taken along Cr. Choose 7rn(z) as the polynomial in z of
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degree n which interpolates to/(z) in w+1 equally-distributed points on C.

(The "w + 1 equally-distributed points" are the images in the z-plane of the

(« + l)st roots of unity under the conformai map of | w\ > 1 onto the exterior

of C by z=\j/(w).) Then Theorem 7.1 follows from (7.2) and known results

[10, Theorems 3.3, 4.7].

Corresponding direct theorems for Problem ß when approximation is

measured by line and surface integrals are trivial corollaries of Theorem 7.1 ;

their statement is left to the reader.

8. Problem ß, indirect. Tchebycheff theorems. Let C be a rectifiable

Jordan curve; suppose Zo is a point interior to C. Let g(zo, z) denote Green's

function for the interior of C with pole at z0, and let v denote the inner normal ;

g(zo, z) is chosen to become positively infinite at Zo. With this notation we

make

Definition 8.1. A curve C is said to be of Type B if C is a rectifiable

Jordan curve such that for some q>0 the integral fc[dg(zo, z)/dv]~" ds exists.

We prove now

Theorem 8.1. Let C be a curve of Type B. Let u(z) be defined on C and sup-

pose there exist harmonic polynomials pn{z) such that

, ,        fi(»)
(8.1) \u(z) - pn(z)   S—-, zonC,R>l.

nk+1R"

Setf{z) =u{z)-\-iv(z), where v(z) is conjugate to u(z). Thenf(z) is analytic in the

interior of Cr and continuous on Cr ; fik) (z) exists and is continuous on Cr with

modulus of continuity which satisfies a condition of form (5.2). Hence dku/dsk

exists and is continuous on Cr with modulus of continuity which satisfies a condi-

tion of the same form.

Here and in Theorem 8.2 below, if u(z) and/(z) are not originally assumed

to be defined on the entire point set considered, the supplementary definition

is to be made by means of the convergent series of polynomials.

Let Zo be a point inside C. Define irn(z)=pn(z)-\~iqn(z), g„(z0) =z>(zo). It

follows from (8.1) that

| pn+1(z) - pn(z) I S MxüW/n^R«, z on C.

Hence by a known result [ll, Theorem 9.6] we have

(8.2) | x„+1(z) - xn(z) | S M2Q{n)/nk+\ z on Cr.

By virtue of (8.1) and (8.2) we thus obtain

/(z) = xi(z) + [x2(z) - xi(z)] + [x3(z) — x2(z)] + • • • ;

oo

(8.3) | f(z) - xn(z) | S M2Z n(j)/jk+l S M£l(n)/nk, z on Cr.
j=n
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Theorem 8.1 now follows from (8.3) and Theorems 5.6 and 2.7.

For the analytic case a similar theorem can be established under a weaker

hypothesis on C by employing a well known result [9, pp. 77-78] together

with the method used to prove Theorem 8.1:

Theorem 8.2. Let E with boundary C be a closed limited point set whose

complement is connected and regular ; let Cr, R>1, be a contour. Let f(z) be

defined on E, and suppose there exist polynomials irn(z) in z such that

| /(z) - irn(z) | g Q(n)/nk+1Rn, z on E.

Then the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 is valid.

When we say that the complement E* of E is "regular" we mean that E*

possesses a Green's function with pole at infinity.

Walsh and Sewell [lO] have established Theorem 8.2 by the same method

for the special case ß(«) = Min~a.

9. Problem ß, indirect. Integral measures of approximation. To prove

indirect theorems for Problem ß where approximation is measured by a line

integral, we shall need

Theorem 9.1. Let C satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1; let zo be a point

inside C. Let ■wn(z)=pn(z)-sriqn(z), qn(zo)=0, be a polynomial in z. If p>\,

then

| x„(z) | Ú LRn     f | pn(z) \pds      , z on Cr, R > 1.

Theorem 4.1 and the hypothesis yield

I   | Trn(z)\pds á M I   I pn(z)\"ds.
J c J c

Theorem 9.1 now follows from a result due to Walsh [9, pp. 92-93].

As an indirect theorem for approximation measured by a line integral

we prove

Theorem 9.2. Let C satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Let U(z) be de-

fined on C, and suppose there exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) such that

(9.1) \  P(s)\U(z)-pn(z)\pds^ \-¿—\, p>í,R>l,
Je Lnk+1RnJ

where p(s) is positive, integrable, and bounded from zero. Then limn-.oo pn(z),

z in Cr, exists. If u(z) =limn^00 pn(z), z in CR, then U(z)=u(z) almost every-

where on C and the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 is valid for u(z) and f(z).

From (9.1) we obtain by the use of (4.1)
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f I Pn+i{z) - pn(z) \Hs S Af[ß(»)/»M4R..]p.
Je

Choose r, Kr<R; then by Theorem 9.1

| pn+x(z) - pn{z) | S MxrnU{n)/nk+lRn, z on Cr.

On expanding m(z) in the usual way we have for z in Cr:

00

| u{z) - pn{z) I S MiX) r»n{ß)/ßk+lR> S M£l(n)/n"+l(R/r)\

Theorem 9.2 follows from Theorem 8.1 if we take as the curve C of that

theorem the present CT and as R of that theorem the present R/r.

The method used to establish Theorem 9.2 and a result due to Walsh

[9, pp. 92-93] enable us to prove

Theorem 9.3. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan curve; let p(s) be positive, inte-

grable, and bounded from zero. Let F(z) be defined on C; suppose polynomials

x„(z) in z exist such that

I pOO I /(*) - *«(«) \pds S [Q(»)/»«-i.R»j>,     p > 0, R > 1.
c

Then limnH.œ x„(z), z in Cr, exists. Iff{z) =lim„,00 x„(z), z mí C«, i&era F(z) =/(z)

almost everywhere on C and the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 is valid for f(z) and

«(a).

We turn now to indirect theorems for Problem ß when degree of approxi-

mation is measured by a surface integral. We must first establish certain

results on polynomials. Theorems 9.4-9.6 which follow are valid for any poly-

nomial x„(z) in z of degree n. Western [12, pp. 861-863] has proved:

Theorem 9.4. If C is an analytic Jordan curve, then

ff_ I »»(*) \pdA S Mn* jj | xn(z) \HA, p > 1.

To be sure, Western states that the theorem is true for n sufficiently

large; however, if the constant M is chosen suitably, the theorem will clearly

hold for all positive integers n, since a polynomial of degree n is also a poly-

nomial of degree m^n.

Western's result enables us to prove

Theorem 9.5. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve; then

f | a-n(z) \"ds ̂ Ln f (J x„(z) \HA, p > 1.
J c J  J C
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Let z = x(w) map ¡w| <1 one-to-one and conformally onto the interior

of C. Set Fn(w) =w2-n-n[x(w)], w = reiB. Suppose 0 is such that F„(rei9)?^0,

OOgl. Then for every e, 0<e<l, we have

[F„(e») ]' - [Fn((e«) ] » =   f '     -( [Fn(w) ]')dw,
J t cie   dw

where we choose a particular branch of [Fn(w)]pand take the integral along

the straight line joining eeie and eie. It follows that

(9.2) | Fn(ea) \" á | Fn(ee<°) \p + p J    | Fn(re») \p~l | K(re«) | dr.

Let e—+0. Since both terms of the second member of (9.2) are continuous,

single-valued functions of e, 0ge<l, and 77„(0)=0, we obtain for all such 0

the relation

(9.3) | Fn(e») ¡' £ p f    | Fn(reie) |^11 F'n(reie) \ dr.
Jo

Now let 0o be such that -F„(r0ei9°) =0 for some r0, 0<r0gl. Since i"„(w)

has at most ra + 2 zeros in \w\ ¿1, there exists an t;>0 such that Fn(reiS)^0

for 0o — 7]^6<8o, 0<rgl. Therefore inequality (9.3) is valid for all 0, 0O — rj

^0<0O. On allowing 0 to approach 0O we obtain (9.3) for 0=0o; thus (9.3) is

valid for all 0. Hence

f |r„(«)|'<&£ M f      \Fn{ei»)\pdd
J c Jo

^ ¿M I      do I     | Fn(re») \^11 FÍ(retf) | dr
Jo Jo

è pM j   f | x, [x(«0 ] I "-11 2xn [x(w) ]
J J |t»|Sl •

+ WTn[x(w)]x'(w) \ r dr dd

- Ml If ' X"(2) '^ + Mi //- ' X"(2) 'P_1 ' X"(2) ' ^

~ ̂ ' //- ' "*"W '^ + ̂ 2 i //_ I *»to I "^ 1

•[//>-« H"
Application of Theorem 9.4 yields the desired inequality.

îi-i/î
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We are now in a position to prove

Theorem 9.6. // C is an analytic Jordan curve and p>l, then

x„(z) | S Lnli"R"[ ff | xn(z) \HA~\   ', z on Cr, R > 1.

Let w = 4>{z) map the exterior of C one-to-one and conformally onto the

exterior of | w\ = 1 so that the points at infinity in the two planes correspond

to each other. Then

•w      i r       *.«      ,, r  „. ,
dt,       z on Cr, R > 1.

2xi J c[<¿>(z)]n+1      2x¿Jc   [*(<)]"+1(<-«)

Hence using Theorem 9.5 we obtain

jx„(a)| S MR" f |x„(<)||A| S MxRÁ f |xn(/)|"|d/|"|

S MtnV'R"     f f I *»(*) |*¿4       , z on Cr.

As a consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 9.6 we have

Theorem 9.7. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve; let z0 be a point inside C.

Let x„(z) =pn{z)-\-iqn{z), qn(z0) =0, be a polynomial in z. If p>\, then

| x„(z) | S Lnxi"Rn \   f f | pn(z) ¡HAI    ,       z on Cr, R > 1.

The method used in proving Theorem 9.2 together with Theorem 9.7

yields

Theorem 9.8. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve; let p(z) be positive, inte-

grable, and bounded from zero on C. Let U(z) be defined on C and suppose

there exist harmonic polynomials pn(z) such that

C C        i i [û(»)]p
p{z)   U(z) - pn{z) HA S     l ///      ,     p>l,R>l.

J  J'C nkp+p+lRnp

Then lim„<00 pn(z), z in Cr, exists. If M(z)=lim„^oo pn(z), z in Cr, then U(z)

= u(z) almost everywhere on C, and the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 is valid.
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